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4 VIRGO

Characteristics of Virgo

Virgo natives will exhibit their intelligence and memory when they 
are quite young. The ruler of this sign is Mercury which is the sign of 
intelligence.They are middle sized and exhibit taste in art and litera-
ture.Their chest will be prominent.

You are discriminating, impulsive and emotional. You are also 
carried away by impulses. You are cautious regarding your interest 
and are prudent, economical, diplomatic and shrewd.

You are a perfect writer. You love music and fine arts and acquire 
much power and influence over other people. You are liable to suf-
fer nervous breakdown.

You are lucky as far as your life partner is concerned.   

2012 Virgo Horoscope 
MONEY AND FINANCE

January 2012 to March 2012

This is the favourable period for unexpected acquisition of wealth 
through lotteries, crosswords or gambling. You will become frugal 
and will even avoid spending money on your children. The earning 
will be smooth and regular because of the placement of Saturn 
in the second house. There is a chance of loss of money through 
government displeasure. You will gain fame and money if you are 
a musician or in the art field. 

April 2012 to June 2012

There will be some obstacles in the collection of money as the plan-
et Saturn placed in your second house has gone retrograde. But, 
the second lord is placed beneficially in the ninth house which in-
dicates good inheritance. It also indicates benefits and earnings 
through different sources. Mars in the 12th house indicates losses 
through deception of the native. Overall, a mixed period.
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July 2012 to September 
2012

This period is fortunate in terms of 
money and finances. Venus the 
lord of wealth is beneficially placed 
in the house of fate. This ensures fa-
vours in all fields for Virgo. You might 
loose some money in the expense 
of health and medication during 
this period. Some fixed properties 
as plot or a flat deal can also give 
some profits during this period. 

October 2012 to December 
2012

This period will be excellent for writer and publishers. You may earn 
a lot of royalty on the publication of a new book or script writing of 
a successful film. You are tactful and intelligent and know very well 
the management of wealth and money. You will make some ex-
penses on self improvement and development which will be ben-
eficial in future for professional growth.

REMEDY: Goddess Laxmi is the ruler of the wealth hence you 
should chant Laxmi Mantra specially on Friday for smooth inflow of 
money and wealth.

2012 Virgo Horoscope 
CAREER AND PROFESSION

January 2012 to March 2012

You have an eye for detail. You do well in jobs that require intel-
ligence and efficiency. You will have constant journeys during this 
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6 VIRGO

period. The period is favourable for those who are engaged in their 
family business. Also, you will get good support from your brother 
in pushing your career or in seeking the opportunities. Check your 
birth chart. If you have weak Mercury in your chart then the pro-
gress of your career can be obstructed.   

April 2012 to June 2012

This period will be challenging and enterprising for business owners. 
Your ruler of profession is retrograde so the result can’t be predicted 
in general. You will get chance to go abroad for some official job. 
You will be successful in achieving your objectives during this quar-
ter. Those in partnership and cooperative objectives will do well 
during this period. If the Mercury is afflicted in your birth chart then 
beware of some co-workers of opposite sex who can defame you.  

July 2012 to September 2012

Virgos are most suitable for intellectual avocations like being math-
ematicians, philosophers, scientist, astronomers etc. Natives will earn 
immense wealth during this period. You will give employment to many 
during this period. You should check your birth chart. If your eleventh 
lord is afflicted in the birth chart then you have to be aware of your 
friends as one of your friend can turn into enemy in this quarter. 

October 2012 to December 2012

With Venus placed in your first house and Jupiter being placed in 
the Tenth house will provide amiability and cheerful temperament. 
It will make you prominent in your community .Strong Mercury be-
ing placed in th 2nd house will give lots of professional success.The 
period remains fortunate. But, the good and fruitful results can be 
expected only through self exertion. Some social or religious service 
is also expected during this period. 

Most of the time, you always analyse the work and work place 
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more than putting your 100% effort in it. Due to this, your efficiency is 
reduced and you are unable to perform to the best of your potential. 

2012 Virgo Horoscope 
HEALTH AND FITNESS

January 2012 to March 2012

Virgo rules the waist, hands and abdominal region in the human 
body. During this period, your health needs little care. Saturn 
is  placed in your second house and you are still under the effect 
of Saade Saati. There is nothing much health problem but still since 
Saturn is placed in the 2nd house and is aspecting 4th house, you 
can face some heart related trouble. If you have heart problem 
then this period can be little problematic. You should take good 
care of yourself.  

April 2012 to June 2012

The Saturn gets retrograde in the second house. Also, Mercury, the 
ruler of your zodiac sign is debilitated in the 7th house. All these in-
dicate that your health will be troubled. You should continue taking 
care of your health and fitness. You need to be healthy to perform 
good in your profession and work.  

July 2012 to September 2012

Ketu has an aspect on the Ist house and Mars is placed in the 12th 
house. You should be careful from fire, fireplace and wicked peo-
ple who can harm you. Altogether, your health needs little more 
concern that any other factor. You know very well that nothing can 
be better if health is not good.  

October 2012 to December 2012

Finally, you are relieved from the ill effects on your health. Mars has 
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8 VIRGO

shifted to your third house and is placed strongly to give strength and 
courage to face challenges.You will overcome all health and fitness 
trouble with your inner strength and fight back to success. Also, the 
Virgo ruler is well placed in the 2nd house with exalted Saturn. 

2012 Virgo Horoscope 
LOVE AND RELATIONSHIP

January 2012 to March 2012

Virgo is an intellectual sign and is more prone to intellectual activities. 
Hence, they are not very efficient in love and relationship building. 
You are a devoted and dedicated mate and you build long lasting 
relations. During this period, Venus the ambassador of love is placed 
in your 5th house i.e. the house of emotions and feelings. Therefore, 
the love relationships will improve during this period. Jupiter the lord 
of 7th house is also in the eighth house and indicates mixed results.  

April 2012 to June 2012

You love to have a clean and calm home with good bank bal-
ance. You will develop relation with some rich man or woman dur-
ing this period. If you are looking for marriage in this quarter it will 
be delayed due to the placement of Sun. You are totally confused 
and under deep pressure during this period. If you have high blood 
pressure the period is little risky.

July 2012 to September 2012

The retrograded Saturn has shifted back to your Zodiac and Mars 
from the other side has also shifted to Virgo. On the other hand, 
Venus and Jupiter along with Ketu are placed in your house of for-
tune. All this has put love and relationship to the back seat. Your 
spouse will bring some fortune for you during this quarter. 
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October 2012 to December 
2012

This quarter for you is fortunate in 
making love and building new rela-
tions secretly. But, chances are that 
you might get along with a wrong 
company. You should be tactful to 
get away from building up love rela-
tion with a low person from opposite 
sex. You struggle a lot for your near 
and dear ones. You are more con-
cerned with the love and relation-
ship mentally than physically.  You 
might feel averted for responsibility 
which pops up on your head abruptly.

2012 Virgo Horoscope 
FAMILY LIFE

January 2012 to March 2012

As a father, you are rigid and strict with your children. As a mother 
you tend to take a lot of pain in keeping cleanliness and healthy 
environment around your child. During this quarter, you will be en-
gaged in giving your helping hand to your brother or sisters. You 
need to be concerned with your fathers heath. Also, get your chil-
dren proper treatment if they are not well.

April 2012 to June 2012

There can be some marriage in your family during this period. This 
period will be fortunate for you since Venus is placed strongly in 
the ninth house. You will get some good news related to your fa-
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ther. Mother’s health can be upset. You need to take proper care 
of your mother. Chances of some difference of opinion with your 
spouse are possible during this period.   

July 2012 to September 2012

The relation with your spouse will improve during this period. You 
will enjoy a good time with your family. Mother’s health will also 
improve.The only problem is that you are not cool in your self. Due 
to some or the other reasons your harsh speech, rigid attitude and 
anger will spoil the family environment. You are advised to remain 
cool and enjoy the cordial environment within your family.

October 2012 to December 2012

This quarter is not favorable for your relationship with your brothers 
and sisters. Some long awaited religious function will be held dur-
ing this period. Your family can plan for some pilgrimage. Good for 
you to join your family and visit to some religious places and gather 
some divine wishes from the deities. Your father can make a trip to 
some foreign land. Don’t mix your work and family better to plan 
your schedule in such a way that you do justice to your family along 
with your work.  
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